COMPUTER ACCESSORIES

'EXECUTIVE' SERIES
NOTEBOOK / BRIEFCASE

MODEL CODE
NB-800

FEATURES
• Soft side, durable casing
• Front compartment for accessories
• Side compartment for laptop computer
• Adjustable shoulder strap

'EXECUTIVE' SERIES
COSKIN NOTEBOOK CASE

MODEL CODE
NB-200

FEATURES
• Durable coskin casing
• Matte silver detailing
• Front compartment for accessories
• Mid compartment for documents and laptop computer
• Expandable

'ULTIMATE' SERIES
CANVAS NOTEBOOK CASE

MODEL CODE
NB-150

FEATURES
• Durable canvas soft-side casing
• Front compartment for accessories
• Mid compartment for documents and laptop computer
• Extra zipper enclosed compartment
• Expandable

'ULTIMATE' SERIES
CANVAS NOTEBOOK CASE

MODEL CODE
NB-100

FEATURES
• Durable canvas soft-side casing
• Front compartment for accessories
• Mid compartment for documents and laptop computer
• Expandable

BACKPACK NOTEBOOK BAG

MODEL CODE
NB-166

FEATURES
• High-quality sturdy canvas
• Softside, durable casing
• Front compartments for accessories
• Side accessory pockets
• Protects notebooks up to 14" x 10.25"

NOTEBOOK CD ORGANIZER

MODEL CODE
NB-50

FEATURES
• Perfect for Computer Notebook Bags
• Slide Into any Inside Pocket or Use Hook and Loop Mounting System for Quick Removal
• Holds 12 of Your Favorite CDs or DVDs in Protective Slip-In Pockets

NOTEBOOK BAG SALES RACK

MODEL CODE
NB-999

FEATURES
• Sturdy rack supports notebook bags on three levels
• Perfect accessory for in-store display merchandising